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ELIMINATE TURF DAMAGE
With Synchro-Steer®, the drive wheels’ speeds
are perfectly controlled based on steering
position, eliminating turf damage that can result
from wheel slippage or improper driver operation
(Pro Z100 and TANK SZ Series only).

For more information please call 1300 951 594 or visit www.cubcadet.com.au
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You’ll feel right at home with a seat designed
for all-day comfort; adjustability, support, and
vibration dampening. Quick adjust tilt steering
and easy access controls are designed for
ergonomics and maximum visibility.
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W

e are half way through the year
and are onto our third edition
for 2016. The rains have fallen
just in time; the collective sigh of relief
has been audible across the industry. A
media partner I spoke with shared that he
sold more mowers in three days than he
normally would all summer.
May was a particularly busy month, with
Lauren and I attending the Honda Invention
Competition awards night (pages 8-9) as well
as the Irrigation Australia Conference and
Exhibition and Agfest (pages 24-26). I did not
know what to expect of Agfest, having never
attended. Thank you to Tim McCarthy for
his advice to pack my gumboots; I would have
not survived the challenging weather without
them. I was impressed with the diversity of
the show; everything one needed to maintain
and aesthetically improve a suburban block
or large acreage was on display. I learnt about
managing waste water systems, which we plan
to cover in a future issue, and met some down
to earth people who have been in the industry
for years. I was pleasantly surprised with the
quality of the cottage industry crafts and
stocked up on Australian woven socks and
knits for the family just in time for the cold
snap. I sustained myself on the gourmet fare
provided by the food trucks. I left Agfest very
impressed with the organisational skills and
professionalism of Rural Youth Tasmania,
of which current and past members are all
volunteers under the age of 30.
To go with the flow of the Irrigation
Australia Conference and Exhibition (pardon
the pun) we have featured Tropical Forestry
Services (TFS) in our regular Operator
Profile on pages 10 -12. TFS grows the world’s
largest Indian sandalwood plantations, and
the article looks at its irrigation systems and
the equipment the company uses to maintain
large plantations, as well as its innovative use
of pumps by Aussie Pumps.
The feature stories for this issue are
Fleet Management, contributed by Nathan
Pask from Equipco on page 14, followed by
Finance: Getting it Right on pages 17-18.
Also included in this issue is a feature on
fire safety apparel on page 13. The Dealer
Profile features Hastings Mowers from
Victoria and can be found on pages 21-23.
The team at PEA would like to congratulate
Hastings Mowers on its 50th year of

trading. In 1966, Ben Mayne started the
family business, which is now part owned
and run by his daughter, Cindy Shepherd.
Cindy spoke with Lauren Butler and shared
valuable advice on customer satisfaction
and the importance of an online presence.
Open to pages 28 and 29 for an exciting
international article on the Quinta do
Lago golf course; awarded European Best
Golf Venue in the World Golf Awards in
2015. Considered one of the most desired
addresses in Europe, Quinta do Lago is a
unique destination where magnificent golf
courses are the norm. The golf course’s
expansive setting in Portugal requires a large
fleet of course maintenance equipment.
Continuing this international theme, we are
excited to present an article on Gianni Ferrari
following a meeting with the company’s
sales manager Alessio Ferrari during his
recent trip to Australia. The article, on
pages 15-16, features insights from Alessio
and Australian distributor John Bird (JSB
Equipment) regarding Gianni Ferrari’s
history, equipment and Italian innovation.
We have added Research and
Development as a new regular feature
starting with this issue, as we constantly
receive interesting information, which we
thought would be appreciated. As always, we
would like to thank our regular contributors;
John Bird for his TechTalk column, Biscount
for this month’s training feature, Lauren
Butler for her excellent journalism and
organisational skills in getting through all the
articles she has contributed and sub-edited
on time. Last but not least, Kristen Richards,
for her regular contribution to the News and
New Product features and the new Research
and Development feature.
I will finish by saying that if you feel you
have an interesting story to tell, or a new
product to launch; please do not hesitate
to make contact. We would appreciate your
letting us know of a dealer you would like us
to cover or an operator
that would make an
interesting story.
All the best for now,
Elaine Sharman
Editor

NEWS

For over 80 years, Kohler has been delivering exceptional quality
From September 14 -17 this year, GaLaBau, the leading power, performance and continued innovation, and its Small Frame
International Trade Fair for Urban Green and Open Spaces Engine range is no exception.
will once again be exhibiting the latest products and services The Kohler Command PRO 7-14 range offers performance
for the industry. Based in the exhibition centre in Nuremberg, enhancing features including heavy duty air cleaners, forged steel
Germany, the trade fair is for all those who plan, build and crankshafts, advanced ignition module, and cast-iron cylinder bore
maintain gardens, parks, open spaces, sports grounds, play liner, making the Command PRO family of engines the standard for
professional-grade power and
grounds and golf courses.
INSIDE
performance.
Preparations for GaLaBau have been encouraging for
These powerful all-rounders
organisers, with almost twice as many companies registered
are available in 7, 9.5 and 14
to exhibit than the previous fair in 2014.
Horsepower and comes with gear
“Of course, the exact number of exhibitors will not be known
reduction options which provide
until the fair takes place, but we are expecting around 1400
higher torque with fewer RPM’s,
international companies,” said event organiser, Stefan Dittrich.
making these engines suitable for
Attendees of the 2016 fair can expect to see a few new
a wide range of applications and
features in response to growing trends and developments.
requirements.
For example, in response to the trend of the horticulturalist/
landscaper acting as a lifestyle adviser for clients, GaLaBau
will be running a smaller presentation of individually
MORE INFORMATION
designed garden set ups for the industry to explore.
EPG Engines
As always, the popular Meeting Point Gold will remain
www.epgengines.com.au
as a key feature of the trade fair to act as a meeting place
for greenkeepers and golf course managers. There will also
be presentation areas showcasing maintenance and soil-processing
machinery including lawnmowers, excavators, shredders and small QUEENSLAND GARDEN EXPO 2016
construction machines on real lawns and soil.
The Queensland Garden Expo will be held from July 8-10 this
“For many years GaLaBau has been the leading trade fair in year. The three day expo expects to attract over 35,000 visitors
Europe,” Mr Dittrich said.
across Australia and New Zealand and will display plants and
“The European industry is continuing to do well and we are gardening innovations from over 360 exhibitors. A full program
feeling this through the increasing internationalisation of the event.” of free lectures and demonstrations will take place on eight ‘live’
With a high quality of both exhibitors and visitors alike and stages every day to educate attendees on a variety of gardening
preparations well under way, GaLaBau looks set to continue its topics and problems. Held at Coronation Avenue, Nambour,
success as one of the industry’s best trade fairs.
the Queensland Garden Expo is designed for professional and
novice gardeners alike.
Tropical Forestry Services' Operations
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MORE INFORMATION
GaLaBau 2016
www.galabau-messe.com/en

MORE INFORMATION
Queensland Garden Expo
www.qldgardenexpo.com.au/

KUMHO TYRE WINS RED DOT AWARD

Stefan Dittrich and his team of organisers expect around 1400 international
companies to attend GaLaBau 2016.

Kumho Tyre has announced that the Australian tested Road
Venture MT51, and K-Silent Tyre have received Red Dot
Awards in the product
design category for
2016. This is the fifth
year in a row that
Kumho Tyre have won
the award.
Held by the Design
Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen in Germany since 1955, the
Red Dot Design Award honours winners in three categories;
product, communication and concept. It is recognised as one of
the world’s top three design awards.
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OUR FRONT COVER SHOWS…

GALABAU 2016 SET FOR
SEPTEMBER

NEWS

“The Red Dot Award is one of the world’s
largest venues for exchanges among those
interested in industrial design. The receipt
of the award for five consecutive years is yet
another recognition of the competitiveness
of our designs,” said Jeong Taek-Gyun, Senior
Managing Director at Kumho Tyre R&D
headquarter, “We will continue to build our
capabilities in all areas of tyre technology,
including design, in order to enhance our
brand image.”

MORE INFORMATION
Khumo Tyre
www.kumho.com.au

INVESTMENT BOOST NEEDED TO
REACH RENEWABLE ENERGY TARGET
Australia needs to increase the pace of large-scale renewable
energy development sevenfold if it is going to reach the
Renewable Energy Target (RET).
A report released by the Clean Energy Regulator recently
found that it is still possible for Australia to meet the RET by
2020, but only if a large number of new projects commence now.
Only 409 megawatts of new capacity was committed last
year, after a two-year political assault on the target which
damaged investment and resulted in large-scale job losses in
the industry.
Australian Wind Alliance national coordinator Andrew
Bray said electricity retailers have no time to waste and all

sides of politics
must immediately do
everything in their
power to get projects
off the ground.
“By the regulator’s
own estimates there
are projects ready to
go that would deliver 9000 megawatts of power – but we are not
seeing shovels in the ground,” Mr Bray said.
Mr Bray said that with a federal election looming, Australia
needs clear long-term vision from the government for the renewable
energy industry.
"Markets need certainty and it is not clear what the government's
vision is for renewable energy post-2020. We hope this will be made
clear throughout the campaign,” he said.
“Wind farms create jobs and investment in parts of Australia
which are traditionally starved of both, so it is no wonder that
there is strong community support for the industry.
Under Tony Abbott, the industry was trashed and thousands
of jobs were lost in Australia while clean energy boomed around
the world,” Mr Bray said.
The large-scale Renewable Energy Target requires Australia
to generate 33,000 gigawatt hours of additional renewable
electricity by 2020 - which is equivalent to the amount of
electricity required to power five million houses for a year.

MORE INFORMATION
Australian Wind Alliance
www.windalliance.org.au

WIN A 20V MAX LITHIUM-ION RECIPROCATING SAW!
With a no-load speed of 2,900rpm and a pendulum function, the 20V Max Lithium-ion Reciprocating Saw WX508.9
has improved cutting efficiency when sawing through wood, PVC pipe, and steel materials. The saw is simpler and more
comfortable thanks to the Tool-Less blade change system and rubber overmould grip. The adjustable pivot foot plate
provides a larger contact surface for stability, and when it comes to power, the WX508.9 has plenty to get the job done.
The High-Capacity 20V Max Lithium battery is cordless and the Powershare® 20V battery is interchangeable with
other WORX tools, so you can switch batteries between tools and never be short for power.
Just tell us in 25 words or less why you need a WORX
Reciprocating Saw and the most imaginative
answer will recieve a WX508.9 valued
at RRP $149.00 as well as two
WORX 20V Max Lithium
batteries and 14.4V-20V 30
minute charger, valued at RRP
$79.95 each!
Send your entries to Elaine.Sharman@glenv.com.au
For more information on the 20V Max Lithium-ion Reciprocating Saw
WX508.9 go to www.worx.com
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Cactus-inspired skin gives
electric vehicles a spike

I

nspired by the humble cactus, a
new type of membrane has the
potential to significantly boost the
performance of fuel cells and transform
the electric vehicle industry.
The membrane, developed by scientists
from CSIRO and
Hanyan University
in Korea, was
featured in science
journal, Nature.
The
research
paper shows that
in hot conditions,
the
membrane,
which has a water
repellent
skin,
improves
the
efficiency of fuel
cells by a factor
of four.

According to CSIRO researcher and
co-author Dr Aaron Thornton, the skin
works in a similar way to a cactus plant,
which thrives by retaining water in harsh
and arid environments.
“Fuel cells, like the ones used in
electric vehicles, generate energy by mixing
together simple gases, like hydrogen and
oxygen,” Dr Thornton said.
"However, in order to maintain
performance,
proton
exchange
membrane fuel cells – or PEMFCs –
need to stay constantly hydrated.
“At the moment this is achieved by
placing the cells alongside a radiator,
water reservoir and a humidifier.
"The downside is that when used in
a vehicle, these occupy a large amount of
space and consume significant power.”
Professor Young Moo Lee from
Hanyang University, who led the research,

said that this could have major implications
for many industries, including the
development of electric vehicles.
“At the moment, one of the main
barriers to the uptake of fuel cell electric
vehicles is water management and
heat management in fuel cell systems,"
Professor Lee said.
"This research addresses this hurdle,
bringing us a step closer to fuel cell electric
vehicles being more widely available.
“This technique could also be applied
to other existing technologies that require
hydrated membranes, including devices
for water treatment and gas separation.”
The cross-continent team has been
working together for over 10 years.

MORE INFORMATION
CSIRO
www.csiro.au/en/News

Engineers work out
how to boil water?

W

hile it may seem to some
like reinventing the wheel,
engineers from Oregon
State University have delivered a new
way to boil and control boiling bubble
formation.
This development is groundbreaking
as it may allow everything from industrial
boilers and any other industrial
equipment that relies on the boiling
process to work better and for longer.
The advance not only has implications
for industrial sectors, but could even
impact more domestic items such as irons
and appliances that use steam.
It also means products such as
electronic devices might be able to

release heat more readily and work at a
cooler temperature.
“One of the key limitations for
electronic devices is the heat they
generate, and something that helps
dissipate that heat will help them operate
at faster speeds and prevent failure,”
said Chih-hung Chang, a professor of
electrical engineering from Oregon
State’s College of Engineering. “The
more bubbles you can generate, the more
cooling you can achieve.
“On the other hand, if you want to
create steam at a lower surface temperature,
this approach should be very useful in
boilers and improve their efficiency. We’ve
already shown that it can be done on large

surfaces and should be able to scale up in
size to commercial use.”
For us at home, this new method
has researchers excited because it means
they can now control both boiling and
condensation processes, the bubble onset
and departure frequency, heat transfer
coefficient and critical heat flux.
The technology has the potential to
further the efficiency and technology
surrounding solar energy, radars and
power electronics, or anything that needs
a lot of heat.

MORE INFORMATION
OSU College of Engineering
oregonstate.edu
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COMPETITION COVERAGE

Honda Invention Competition
winners announced
The Honda Invention Competition was created to help stimulate manufacturing in
Australia by fostering the innovation of 4-stroke powered products. Honda awarded
two categories as part of its award ceremony on April 21, including Honda’s current
original equipment manufacturers (OEM’s) and the general public.

B

National sales manager, Chris New,
eing a ‘powered by Honda’
then took to the stage to explain the
competition, the criteria was for
rationale behind the competition,
the invention to be powered by
sharing that the aim was to stimulate
a Honda engine. The awards night saw
manufacturing in Australia and grow
ATOM Industries’ Drillmaster® and
the Australian manufacturing sector.
Ian LeFevre’s powered wheelbarrow
“Being the first time we had run
as the winners of the 2015/16 Honda
this competition, we really were not
Invention Competition.
sure how it would be received from
Honda Australia held its inaugural
Honda OEMs and also the general
Invention Competition Awards night
public; however, it is fair to say that
at the Science Works Museum’s Engine
John Notaras from ATOM Industries, Ian LeFevre, winner of the public
we were extremely impressed with
Room in Melbourne; an incred- winner of the OEM category.
category.
both the quantity and quality of
ibly fitting location where guests were
immersed in the glory of the surrounding attendees were immersed in the journey that entries that we received for our inaugural
steam pumps and fascinated by the demon- led the creator to the design of their product. competition; in fact we received a total of 52
stration of a functional steam engine which With the entrants on hand, there was plenty entries,” Mr New said.
As the suspense of the evening’s
of conversation to be had, with entrants
was run on the night.
The products were judged based on explaining their design concepts and the announcement drew closer, it was clear that
the finalists were eagerly awaiting the declarauniqueness, marketability, quality, produc- research behind each invention.
Robert Toscano, managing director of tion of who had won the 2015/16 Honda
tion capability, and aesthetics, with bonus
points awarded for environmentally friendly Honda MPE, opened the evening’s proceed- Invention Competition.
Atom Industries’ Drillmaster® was
initiatives. The night celebrated all seven ings by talking about ‘helping people get
finalists’ unique inventions. With an incred- things done’, and how Honda facilitates this the proud winner of the 2015/16 Honda
ibly diverse range of products on display, idea through the innovation of its products. Invention Competition for the OEM

OEM CATEGORY WINNER: ATOM INDUSTRIES’ DRILLMASTER®
ATOM has more than 50 years’ experience in design and
manufacture of chainsaw drill attachments for hard
timber. Hundreds of thousands of units have been
sold worldwide over the years. ATOM’s product
knowledge, gained over many years, resulted in the
new Engine Powered Drillmaster. The Drillmaster
is powered by a Honda GX25 or GX35, depending
on the RPM that you want the auger to put out.
The ATOM Drillmaster is the world’s first
engine drill with an automatic reverse gear. The new
design (patents pending) is based around operator
safety. The idea behind this is if the drill suddenly
reacts due to the auger binding or jamming in the

8 | POWER EQUIPMENT AUSTRALASIA | JUNE - JULY 2016

timber, that the operator throttle control automatically moves to
the idle position, effectively allowing the operator
to maintain total control over the drilling operation.
Designed and manufactured specifically for the
hardest of Australian timber, the Atom Drillmaster
is perfect for farmers and contractors, especially
for fencing and other wood constructions. It has a
32mm auger for barbed wire.
The Drillmaster has a self-locking collar that
prevents the auger loosening during use, and also
drills holes faster than any other drill due to the
Drillmaster’s unique auto reverse system and higher
engine power.

COMPETITION COVERAGE

category, with the creation of the world’s first
4-stroke engine powered drill with automatic
reverse gear; essentially safeguarding the
operator against injury and reducing the likelihood of the auger snapping, as it is specifically
designed and manufactured for the hardest of
Australian timbers.
Ian LeFevre proudly took home the
winner of the 2015/16 Honda Invention
Competition for the public category for
his invention of a motorised wheelbarrow.
Similar to power carriers that are readily available on the market, Ian’s wheelbarrow can
transport heavy loads up inclines, but is also
incredibly maneuverable.
John Notaras from ATOM Industries
and Ian LeFevre will be spending five days
in Thailand on an all-expenses paid trip,
exploring the wonders that Thailand has
to offer. This will also include a tour of the
Honda Thailand manufacturing facility. In
addition to this, Ian has spent two days with
a Honda application engineer to further
refine his product.

PUBLIC CATEGORY WINNER:
IAN LEFEVRE’S MOTORISED WHEELBARROW
Ian LeFevre stumbled across the idea of
an engine powered wheelbarrow after
purchasing a steep block in Tasmania.
Ian fitted an old 2-stroke brush cutter
engine to his wheel barrow, it worked
well and he received positive feedback
from those who borrowed it. A landscape
gardener who used Ian’s original barrow
said that it needed to be faster and have
more torque.
Ian then discovered the tough Honda
GX35 engine. With the increased power
of the GX35 he
was able to alter the
gearing to achieve
ample power to cope
with a full load of
concrete or loads of
pine bark mulch at
running speed up
steep inclines.

Ian has worked in the equipment
hire industry for the last 22 years and
knows that the simple things are often
the easiest to operate and repair. Using
this principal he built a simple right
angle drive gearbox with a clutch drum
attached which bolts to the GX35
engine, using the clutch that comes on
the SUT engine. The drive then has a
two chain reduction onto the wheel.
The engine speed is controlled by a
thumb operated throttle lever and
is fitted with an
aluminium cover to
protect the engine
from
concrete
and sand. The
latest
prototype
has chain guards
to comply with
OHS regulations.

OPEA - Your voice to government on EPA
changes to support our industry.

www.opea.org.au
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OPERATOR PROFILE

BUSINESS:

Tropical Forestry Services
PRINCIPAL:

Frank Wilson
LOCATION:

Burdekin, Queensland
WEBSITE:

www.tfsltd.com.au/

Tropical
Forestry Services
Plantation pumped for growth
Tropical Forestry Services (TFS) was founded in 1997 after
successful government trials in the plantation growth of Indian
sandalwood. TFS now manages the largest area of Indian
sandalwood plantation in the world, with over 10,500 hectares
across all sites. PEA reporter Lauren Butler spoke with deputy
general manager of operations for TFS, Matt Barnes, regarding
the Burdekin plantation’s operations, equipment, and the
challenges of irrigating and maintaining the expansive land.

T

FS has five plantations, with Kununurra
and Kingston Rest plantations in Western
Australia; Douglas Daly and Katherine
plantations in the Northern Territory and the
Burdekin plantation in Queensland. The Burdekin
plantation, which begun in 2012, has roughly 1500
hectares of irrigated and planted land. Mr Barnes,
who helped to set up the operation for Burdekin,
said that the area was previously a sugar cane
plantation, and while the existing irrigation system
could be retained, its design could not fully cater to
the needs of the new plantation.
“The Burdekin area where we are operating is
exclusively flood irrigation, from either a channel
system or an underground pipe system. It is set
up more or less for row cropping like cane, and
we basically needed to find a
way to make the water stretch
further,” Mr Barnes said.

IRRIGATION ASSISTED
BY AUSSIE PUMPS
According to Mr Barnes, the
trees need constant watering
to establish as young seedlings,
and the Burdekin plantation
can plant over 100 hectares in
one week.
“You cannot water that
much in a week, so we set up
a temporary drip system when
the trees are young. We lay flat
hose pipe and light wall drip
tape, and run the system to get
10 | POWER EQUIPMENT AUSTRALASIA | JUNE - JULY 2016

them established. That is where the pumps come in,”
Mr Barnes said.
Years earlier, TFS’s Kununurra plantation had
similar issues with drip irrigation. In 2005, the
company started using pumps by Aussie Pumps to
stretch the reach of water within the plantation.
The pumps have allowed TFS to grow in areas
where tree plantations might not otherwise survive.
“We use Aussie Pumps because they are mobile,
we can use them in other places the following
year, or we can move them between sites. They fit
the bill when we need to get the trees established,
and then once they are going, between six to nine
months of age, they only need watering every two
or three weeks. Then we can utilise the existing
infrastructure,” he said.

OPERATOR PROFILE

EQUIPPED FOR MAINTENANCE
All of TFS’s plantations rely heavily on power equipment for general site
maintenance as well as providing for the trees’ growing requirements,
and the eventual harvesting process. According to Mr Barnes, the
company uses everything from chainsaws to skid-steers. He explained
that all operations involving the trees are focused around the end
product, which is taken from a particular part of the wood.
“What we are doing is all about heartwood. There is a heartwood
core inside the tree, surrounded by sap wood on the outside. They are
distinctly different colours; you can see the heart wood is a ring of
darker wood inside. When we harvest the tree, we pretty much chase
back the heartwood, starting at the top and cutting until we find it. It
only extends for some portion of the tree, and not right up to the top
of the trees, so we chase it down by cutting it into lengths until we find
some. That is mainly where we use our chainsaws, particularly when we
lop the tops off the trees once they are extracted from the ground. Most
of our chainsaws are Stihl and Husqvarna,” Mr Barnes explained.
The harvesting process is undertaken by manually-operated
machinery, assisted by automated attachments. While it can take 15
years for the sandalwood to reach the harvesting stage, the number
of trees and scale of the plantation means that the task is a huge one.
“The harvester itself has a mechanical saw on it which is automated.
It is a grab and cut implement which fits on the front of a skid-steer,
which is like an oversized bobcat. It cuts the tree off at ground level

ATOM INDUSTRIES
SALES POSITION

Above: Young sandalwood trees require constant watering. Netafim drip
irrigation systems and pumps by Aussie Pumps assist this process.

The Netafim drip irrigation system which TFS uses is assisted
by Aussie 6” and 4” Quick-Prime diesel powered transfer pumps,
which draw water for the system from irrigation channels
supplied by the Burdekin River. The Aussie Quick-Prime pumps
offer flows of up to 2900 litres per minute, heads of up to 28
metres and will self-prime from a huge 8.4 metres direct lift.
The pumps, which are powered by Yanmar diesel engines, are
sometimes required to run on the plantation for up to six hours
a day, and have been fitted with 19 litre long range fuel tanks
which, according to Aussie Pumps, offer low fuel consumption
and maximum pump performance.
Not only is this kind of drip irrigation efficient for TFS, but
according to the company, it has improved seedling survival rates
and reduced water usage on the plantations by more than 80 per
cent. Along with its water recycling plant, TFS has saved 28 million
litres of drinking water across its sites since 2010.

We have an opening for a
Sales Person at our head office
based in Lilyfield, Sydney.
The successful applicant will have
knowledge and experience in the
OPE industry.
Send your resume and details to
marie@atomindustries.com.au
or by fax (02) 9810 6691
or phone
Angelo or John Notaras
at Atom (02) 9810 0194.
All interviews and discussions
will be strictly confidential.
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OPERATOR PROFILE

Irrigation in action on the plantation.

and then we go back and core out the stump
as well, because it has heartwood oil in it
below the ground,” Mr Barnes said.
Mr Barnes also explained that the
company uses ride-on deck mowers to
maintain the areas surrounding planted
land, and often requires generators for
plantations that have restricted access to
power. It also relies on Kabota and John
Deere tractors for multiple applications.
“It’s not traditional forestry in a sense, it’s
more of a horticultural tree where we do a
lot of weed control with tractors, we do a
lot of mulching and slashing with tractors,
even trimming like hedging with sickle bars
mounted on a tractor. We use a lot of frontend loaders; tractors with forks and buckets
on them,” he said.
The site’s location at Burdekin presents
some challenges with regards to size and
proximity for servicing; however, it is
relatively close to civilisation compared
with some of the other plantations.
“Burdekin is probably our best site in
terms of proximity. It is close to population,
even though it is about 80 or 90 kilometres
from Ayr. It is isolated for the Burdekin
area, and is one of the most outlying areas
in the irrigation area, but it is much closer
to civilisation than anywhere else we
grow them. There is much better service
backup there, like contractors and parts
providers. Size comes with the challenge
of keeping track of everything. Just to drive
around 1500 hectares and check things is
hard. Some of the farms can be up to 4000
hectares, so it starts to get quite big,” he said.

QUALITY, SAFETY AND SERVICE
A number of aspects play part in what
equipment is chosen at TFS; however,
Mr Barnes said that one of the most
important things to consider is the ease
of follow up servicing.
“We vary our brands a fair bit,
depending on the site. We tend to go
for ones that are more easily serviced.
Sometimes here, you only get one or two
brands that can get serviced at all, and a lot
of it comes back to the backup parts and
availability. Generally as a rule, we rely on
the people we buy the equipment from
to back us up with service. Sometimes
with isolated areas, the servicing will go a
long way towards selecting where we buy
equipment from, just because we know the
backup is there. Even if it is dearer to start
with, a company might have a really good

servicing arrangement, which carries a lot
of weight,” Mr Barnes explained.
Another important aspect of equipment
selection for TFS is safety. For this reason,
the company has chosen to use equipment
that uses diesel fuel, and will not purchase
products requiring petroleum.
“We have actually switched from petrol
to diesel due to safety. Diesel is a lot less
flammable, so when you are refuelling
equipment there is a lot less risk with diesel
fuel. Fire is a big risk to the trees as well as
the people. We are always looking for better
ways to keep operations safe,” Mr Barnes said.
To keep things running safely and
effectively, Mr Barnes said that the
plantations each have a mechanic on site.
“They tend to do the basic servicing on site.
Generators here run 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, so our mechanics are servicing them
every 10 to 12 days. We cannot always call
someone out for that sort of thing, so we do
some of that ourselves,” Mr Barnes explained.

THE END PRODUCT
The systems and equipment in place at the
plantations make it possible for TFS to
retain a focus on sustainability, as well as
create high quality products and contribute
back to the community. Once the trees are
harvested and cut using chainsaws, they
are processed at the Mount Romance
processing facility in Western Australia; the
world’s largest distiller of sandalwood oil.
The trees are eventually used to create high
quality wood products and pharmaceutical
grade Indian sandalwood oil.

Above: TFS uses pumps by Aussie Pumps to help water stretch as far as possible.
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SAFETY

Latest report on insufﬁcient
ﬂame resistant protection

M

any industries use heavy and
dangerous equipment. Arc
flash or flash fire is well known
amongst equipment dependent industries
and is often considered as a risk that ‘comes
with the job’. Although flame-resistant (FR)
clothing is increasingly worn by many and is
legislated across many industries, there still
appears to be a knowledge gap in relation to
wearing the right protective clothing.
Arc flash is an unpredictable and
uncontrollable release of energy between two
conductors which is dangerous and potentially
fatal to anyone caught in the cross-fire. The
flash generates substantial amounts of heat,
upwards of 20,000 degrees Celsius, which can
set clothing alight and severely burn skin.
To find out how people are adhering
to industry safety guidelines, a new report
on behalf of Hard Yakka provides the
country’s first insights into the uses, users and
perceptions of FR clothing. The results are
eye opening.

USES AND PERCEPTIONS
The report, which engaged 500 people
working in fields exposed to arc flash and
flash fire, reveals that over a quarter (28 per
cent) do not wear FR clothing for work; the
primary reasons being that their workplace
do not provide it (38 per cent), it is too
• 46 per cent of those working in oil, gas,
electrical, energy, transport and mining
have been injured as a result of arc flash
or flash fire at work.
Of those:
• First degree burns (23 per cent), third
degree burns (21 per cent) and second
degree burns were among the most
common injuries.
• Injuries, medical expenses and sick leave
were reduced considerably when FR
clothing was worn compared to those
not wearing FR.

expensive (16 per cent), uncomfortable (14
per cent) or too hot (12 per cent).
The two thirds (67 per cent) who do
wear FR clothing, do so because they believe
that safety is paramount (75 per cent), it is
industry regulation (59 per cent) and it is
required by company policy (48 per cent).
Adding to the rationale behind not
wearing protective clothing is the fact that
people do not know what fibres are flameresistant (63 per cent) with cotton being
the most commonly mistaken FR fibre.

INJURIES

INDUSTRIES MOST AFFECTED

Many onsite injuries and near injuries are
attributed to a lack of knowledge around
appropriate FR safety. 56 per cent of
those surveyed admitted to experiencing
a near-miss injury due to arc flash or flash
fire. Nearly half (46 per cent) of those
surveyed were injured and required time
off work.
The areas of the body most at risk of injury
are hands (35 per cent), arms (34 per cent), legs
(23 per cent) and face (20 per cent) as some
respondents reported injuries to multiple
locations. Additionally, one in 10 who were
unprotected obtained respiratory damage.

The report reveals those most at risk to
arc flash are electrical and energy workers
(41 per cent), followed by mining (39 per
cent) and manufacturing (35 per cent).
Those working in emergency services are
at highest risk to flash fire (59 per cent)
followed by oil and gas (45 per cent).
For the new ShieldTEC FR range, Hard
Yakka has worked closely with industries to
produce garments that meet and exceed the
requirements of oil and gas, electrical and
mining industries. ShieldTEC FR contains a
broad selection of shirts and pants, including
a properly proportioned women’s FR range.

IMPACT ON THE WORKPLACE

THE SOLUTION

The effects on the wider workforce are
huge, with such injuries adding strain to
already high-pressured environments. In
fact, nearly half of those injured needed
to take more than one week off work to
recover, taking its toll on the remainder of
the workforce.
Employees wearing FR clothing at
the point of injury were more likely not
to require leave. Five per cent of those
who experienced arc flash whilst wearing
protective clothing required time off,
versus 19 per cent who were not protected.
Of those injured, who were required to take
more than one week off to recover, medical
bills were in excess of $10,000.

Hard Yakka prides itself on providing the
toughest protection for all trades and industries. The new Hard Yakka ShieldTEC FR
range is the most tenacious yet – delivering
comfort and innovation while ensuring safety
in an arc flash or flash fire event.
Leading the market, all Hard Yakka
ShieldTEC FR garments are fully certified
to European ISO (ISO 11612), USA
NFPA (NFPA 2112) standards and further
tested and compliant to Australian ENA
NENS09 and NFPA 70E guidelines.

MORE INFORMATION
Hard Yakka
www.hardyakka.com.au
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FLEET MANAGEMENT

Why do I need a fuel ﬂeet
management system?
Fuel management systems are designed to do just what the name suggests
– manage your fuel. The range of available systems can be tailored to your
requirements. Through tracking of your fuel usage, fuel management systems
have been shown to save time and money. Nathan Pask, marketing manager at
Equipco, shared his insights on fuel management systems with PEA.

I

keep my money in the bank. Beyond
cash, I have a credit card and different
financial products contributing to my
savings and retirement fund. At any time,
using any web connected PC, I can view a
list of transactions for a particular account,
for a time period of my choice and view
the details of any of those transactions. My
money is protected by various security
measures, such as access credentials and
PINs. I have absolute control over who has
access to my financial assets.
Anything less than the basic features
described above would be unacceptable, and
this appears obvious for anyone with a bank
account. Yet, this mindset is absent in some
fleet operations when it comes to what could
be viewed as liquid money: fuel.
Fuel prices being what they are
(expensive!), I find it strange whenever I come
across a fleet operation where there is no fuel
management system in place. After labour,
fuel is the largest operating cost of a fleet. So
why should management of such a valuable
commodity be based on a combination of
manual log entries, and the ‘honour system’?
A good fuel management system can save your
company both time and money.

tank level remotely and see if any leak alarms
are active without ever having to leave the
office; all for greater efficiency. You can also
use your transaction reports to see which
vehicles are due for a service, with some
systems automatically telling you when the
vehicle is due to be booked in. The earlier
a vehicle or piece of equipment is serviced,
the faster it can be back to working; also
reducing the chance of a costly breakdown.
work in different ways, but all these details
can then be exported back to an office
computer, allowing you to view how much
fuel was used, at what time, by which person
and for what vehicle; all with far greater
accuracy than manual entry.

REDUCING LABOUR

TRACKING FUEL CONSUMPTION

Data entry is a boring job. I have done it
myself and manually punching in number
after number can take a long time. Fuel
management offers a solution to this.
Different systems work in different ways, but
most can be exported in a format of your
choosing back to an office computer – some
will do it automatically, while others offer
online services. No more manual entry. No
more paper records. This allows the time
entering data manually to be spent on other,
more important tasks.

A fuel management system must first be
presented with a PIN number or a key tag/
card. Once this is done, other details can
be entered before fuelling begins, including
odometer readings, vehicle registration
numbers and so on. This might seem tedious,
but it has a purpose. Once the transaction is
complete, all the data entered is saved to that
particular transaction. Different systems

Fuel management can do more than track
the fuel going out. Some systems are capable
of communicating with level alarms and
tank gauging systems, helping to track and
take care of the fuel inside your storage tank.
With direct communication between the
system and your computer, you can view the

MAXIMISED EFFICIENCY
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TAX SAVINGS
It is a well-known fact that you get tax back
on fuel expenditure on certain equipment
and vehicles, depending on use. With a report
from your fuel management system, you can
see how every drop of fuel was used and put
in your claims accordingly. You no longer
need to sift through receipts and written
transactions – everything is accurately and
automatically recorded for you. Efficient and
accurate claims will save you time and get you
more money from your claim as you can get
your numbers far more accurate.
The advantages described above
are only the tip of the iceberg. Every
business runs differently, just as every
fuel management product offers different
advantages and disadvantages. The systems
available on the market can be configured
and customised to suit
businesses and fleets
of varying sizes. What
can fuel management
do for you?
Nathan Pask
Equipco
www.equipco.com.au

COMPANY PROFILE

Gianni Ferrari
European engineering, world class reliability
Gianni Ferrari began designing walk behind tractors in Italy in 1957 and developed
a wide range of motor scythe mowers in the 60s and 80s. Alessio Ferrari, Gianni
Ferrari’s grandson, is now the sales manager for the company. Alessio, as well as
Gianni Ferrari distributor John Bird of JSB Equipment, spoke with PEA reporter
Lauren Butler about the company’s history, accomplishments and the process
behind the making of a Gianni Ferrari Mower during Alessio’s recent trip to Australia.

A

ccording to Alessio, Claudio
Ferrari joined the company in
1979, and founded the Officine
BIEFFEBI, which started the development
of equipment such as mowers and snow
throwers for power-tillers and tractors.
Together with Franco Maletti and Georgio
Ferrari, Gianni Ferrari has continued as a
family run business, with new generations
stepping up to work in the company.
Today, Gianni Ferrari machines are built
in Italy’s ‘Motor Valley’, Emilia-Romagna;
one of the world’s largest and most respected
areas concerning motors and hydraulics.
Alessio said that the wealth of knowledge
and quality goods available in the local area
translates to a quality product which the
company has continually sought to improve.
“It is in our DNA to invest money and try
to be as best as possible. If you came to Italy
tomorrow, you could start from zero and
create your own car. Within 10 kilometres
you could find all the suppliers,” Alessio said.
Unfortunately, many companies in the
area were forced to shut down due to the
Global Financial Crisis in 2008, but according
to Alessio, the area is still considered to be
one of the most important in the world
for mechanisation. John said that in his
experience, the parts for the Gianni Ferrari
mowers are some of the cheapest on the
market, but also some of the best quality.
“I went to a big trade show and I was
looking at all sorts of spare parts and things,
and I am thinking, ‘It is so cheap, but it is
the best quality’. I could not figure it out.
There is an absolutely huge market, and
they have to compete, but quality is always

the dominant thing,” John said.
With cost being such a big consideration
in the mechanical industry, several Italian
companies have looked to China for
supposedly cost-effective buying; however,
Alessio said that these companies are returning
to Italy after the realisation that buying from
China is more expensive than it appears.
“They go there to make it cheaper,
and they think it will be cheaper, but it is

Left to right: John Bird (JSB Equipment) with Elaine
Sharman and Lauren Butler (PEA) and Alessio Ferrari.

important to check their way of working,
the quality, and the shipping costs. There are
often troubles with warranties and in the end
it does not save them any money,” Alessio said.
Alessio attributes much of the in-house
quality of Gianni Ferrari products to the
innovations of Gianni back in the 60s. He
explained to PEA that Gianni created his
own gears for tractors, and that his design is

still in use within the company today. John
added that a new wave of engineers have
also been invaluable to the company.
“We find them fantastic to deal with
because they think like us and talk like us. If
you have a problem, you contact them and
within six weeks, very often there is a change to
the whole machine and they react straight away.
Italian engineers are fantastic for listening and
improving continuously,” John said.
The widespread use of Gianni Ferrari
mowers means that they are built to excel
in a number of conditions and climates,
including varied and sometimes harsh
conditions within Australia.
“Back in 2003 there were some issues
with the cooling. In 2003 and 2004 they
introduced a whole new way of cooling the
engines with better and larger radiators
and they are double the size of what some
companies put on the engines, so we are very
satisfied,” John said.
“Engineering in Europe, Canada and
America is between the 40th and the 60th
parallel of the equator. The heat game is totally
different in that regime. Here in Australia, we
are in the 20th parallel at Cooktown and the
40th at Tasmania, so there is a very scientific
thing that goes on with the engine design
and testing. Gianni Ferrari reveals things that
most other companies would not,” John said.
The decision to go global was a natural
progression for Gianni Ferrari, with a proven
need for mowing machinery internationally.
Due to an initial lack of widespread awareness,
the company took it upon themselves to
exhibit the benefits of professional mowing
equipment to Europe.
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COMPANY PROFILE

“We started in the 90s and at that time
professional mowers were not known about
in Europe. At the very beginning it was very
difficult to justify the cost of a machine like
ours. Then the councils started to see the
productivity and the quality and it was an
easy job for them. We started to make a local
exhibition in Italy and people were coming
from all over Europe. We started in 1989
and the first distributor outside of Italy was
from Hungary in the 90s. Within five years
we covered the whole of Europe. We were
one of the pioneers in the introduction of
professional mowers,” Alessio said.
Not only have Gianni Ferrari been
pioneers in the introduction of professional
mowers, but they have also been pioneers in
the development of mowing equipment and
innovation. John said that from an Australian
perspective, the reverse rotation mower deck
has been a key innovation, despite copies
starting to emerge within the market.
“It has been the biggest thing we have sold
in Australia and the patent Gianni Ferrari has
on it has already been partially copied by a
competitor. Technically they are in breach of
the patent but they have not done it the same
way and it does not work for them, so we are
not getting too fussed about it,” John said.
With innovation at the core of the
company, patents have been an important way
of protecting Gianni Ferrari equipment from
being copied. According to John, the best
patent Gianni Ferrari has invested in is the
clean air dust and pollen filter. This has been
particularly useful in Australia, especially in
dry climates. Gianni Ferrari has been asked to
sell the patent; however, Alessio said that it is
too valuable for the company to lose.
“In Europe we are a wet country, so it is not
really as important there as it is in Australia.
We were the first manufacturer in the world
with front deck and direct collection but it
has now been copied. Normally if you have
direct collection the deck is in the middle
because it is easy, it is a short distance and you
have no problem with the engine because the
engine is in front. During 1993 and 1994 we
thought to put the deck in front, the engine
on the top and then the tunnel under that was
collecting the grass. We were the first, and it
was patented. Unfortunately at that time we
did not have enough money to make a strong
patent, and then ten years later someone has

copied us with some modification on the
patent, which is easy to do if it is not strong.
Now everyone is copying us,” Alessio said.
Alessio said that the company and the
Ferrari family have much to be proud of in
terms of the company’s success. For Alessio,
the proudest achievement was the Gianni
Ferrari Turbo 4.
“Back in 1998, it was the first large,
4-cylinder, four wheel drive lawn mower
with a front deck, central collection and a
high lift elevator. Others have copied us, and
are still trying. This is the most professional
lawn mower, and my proudest achievement,”
Alessio said.

Gianni Ferrari produced the Turbograss in 1990,
which was the first European zero turn mower.

When it comes to new innovations,
Alessio said that the process involves a
collaboration of ideas and ingenuity.
“We are Italian; we take a coffee at seven
o’clock in the morning and meet together. I
am not an engineer, I am a lawyer – but I say,
‘last night I dreamt about this. Can you do it?’
I talk with my engineer and my best engineer
is not a formally trained engineer. His name is
Giuseppe, he started to work at 10 years old,
and now he is 60. He is a genius. He has ideas,
I give him my ideas, and then it comes about,”
Alessio explained.
According to Alessio, while he is not an
engineer, he has come to know the needs
of the customers. As the company’s sales
manager, he meets with customers, talks to
them about how to improve and presents this
to Giuseppe.
“We are Italian, and it is in our DNA to
design. We grow up with footballs and engines
– we’re somehow inventors,” Alessio said.
Understanding and meeting the needs
of customers is at the forefront of Alessio’s
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mind when it comes to new products. The
company’s measurement of success is also
based on the happiness of its customers.
“We measure success not on sales, but on
customer satisfaction. I was in Germany, and
a customer came with me to have a beer and
he said, ‘you are the Fendt of the lawn mowers’.
That was a great reward. Fendt tractors are
considered the best tractors in the world.
When customers are happy, that is the best
reward we can have. Obviously figures have to
be good, but when you see a happy customer,
you cannot ask for better,” Alessio said.
John believes that customer satisfaction is
heavily based on the quality of the products,
and the fact that they are the product of
European engineering.
“I’m proud to have these words to
describe European engineering - European
engineering, world class reliability,” John
said. These words have since become a slogan
for JSB Equipment, which strongly believes
in the quality and reliability of the Gianni
Ferrari products.
According to Alessio, the continued
success of the company is down to following
the company’s mission as well as predicting
and preparing for future demands.
“The mission is to try to be the best, try to
be the first and try to think about the future of
mowing in the next five to ten years, because
now in Europe we are facing problems with
emissions and noise. Two years ago we
launched a prototype with collection at the
largest European agriculture and garden fair
and we were the first to launch the lithium
battery ride on mower, which should be ready
this year. We try to think further, long term.
In Germany you are not allowed to cut the
grass on Saturday and Sunday because your
neighbour will be annoyed, they have to rest.
If you have an electric mower that is quiet then
you can cut the grass on Saturday and Sunday,
so that will be a big advantage,” Alessio said.
The future is exciting for Gianni
Ferrari, with new machines and
technology on the horizon.
“Much bigger machines are coming, it is
revolutionary. The electric mower is part of
that. The keys things are bigger horsepower,
higher performance, and bigger capacities.
Dealers have been asking for a long time,
can we do a wider cut on collection, and the
answer will be yes,” Alessio said.

FINANCE

Finance: getting it right
It is becoming increasingly common for OPE dealers to include a hire range for
expensive power equipment. It makes ﬁnancial sense for both dealers and renters to
make high cost equipment available for hire; however, this is only the case under certain
economical conditions. Low interest, fast track equipment ﬁnance offerings are one of
the latest trends in providing ﬁnance for the OPE industry, but care must be taken when
structuring a ﬁnance contract and negotiating terms, writes Hartley Henderson.

K

ey considerations when arranging
finance include balancing loan
repayments against projected
rental returns to avoid a negative cash flow
situation and being alert to hidden charges
such as account keeping fees, which are
often located in the small print.

Senior business finance broker at
Finlease, Miles Beamish, said there is a
proliferation of low-doc/fast track equipment finance offerings from all of the major
banks and financiers without needing to
provide financials, which enables quicker
and less conditioned approvals.

“The simple fact of being in a business
for two years, with a clean credit history and
being a property owner, will generally mean
the business is eligible (on most types of hire
and rental equipment) for finance up to the
value of $250,000 per individual item and up
to $500,000 in aggregate,” he said.

NEW Gianni Ferrari Turbo 4
Racetrack version

• 36 or 44 HP Kubota Diesel.
• 1300 litre dense pack collector.
• Load shared for low
ground compaction.
• Elevates to 2.35 metres.
• Industries lowest centre
of gravity.
• Standard ROPS or Aircon Cabin.
• Patented 4WD HTC system, no
skid positive traction.
• High vac decks with central
discharge turbine.
• Heights of cut engineered to
your requirements.
• Guaranteed to work in wet
conditions, no wheel slabs
or blockages.

Available From JSB EQUIPMENT
Ph: (03) 9770 8424

www.jsbequipment.com
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FINANCE

“Similar levels of finance are available
when replacing or upgrading equipment
that is coming to the end of existing
finance. This new style of fast track facilities is provided at historically low rates and
is ideal for business owners who wish to
spread their debt across a broader range of
financiers without the hassle of submitting
multiple complex finance applications.
Most of those in the industry take up a
Chattel Mortgage (CM) or Commercial
Hire Purchase (CHP) arrangement for
their finance,” Miles said.
“The main benefit of this type of
product is the ability to claim the full GST
on the purchase immediately following
settlement in their next BAS, which on
larger purchases can have a substantial
positive effect on their working capital/
cash flow. Additional benefits are the ability
to claim higher depreciation expenses in the
initial couple of years as well as choosing a
balloon at the end of the term to suit the
risk and cash flow requirements of the
client without being restricted to the ATO
residual guidelines under a traditional
Finance Lease structure. Unlike a Finance
Lease, a CM/CHP arrangement also allows
for a deposit to be paid up front to reduce
the loan amount and monthly commitments,” he said.
Miles believes that customised offerings are the key to a successful relationship
between the client and the broker/financier.
“Some clients prefer to keep their repayments as low as possible by taking longer
terms and higher balloons to maximise
their margin on the equipment. Other
clients prefer to sacrifice cash flow in order
to pay off the finance in a shorter period of
time and maximise their longer term inertia
returns once the finance has been paid off.”

COMMON MISTAKES
Miles emphasises that when financing
equipment, it is important to recognise that
cheapest is not always best, and that structuring the term and balloon appropriately
will do more to change the loan repayments
than the interest rate alone.
“It is also important to beware of
manufacturers offering below market interest rates via their own finance. Generally,
the manufacturer will have their ‘lost’

finance margin built into the price of the
equipment, so in these situations it can
be better to haggle on the price of the
equipment and source competitive finance
elsewhere,” he said.
“For SMEs, when signing personal
guarantees, ask and check to see if the
financier is taking a ‘secured’ guarantee. This
gives the financier the ability to take a caveat
over any property that you as the guarantor
may own in your name in the event of an
unresolved default. If finance is through a
primary bank, ensure that any equipment
finance is not captured under an ‘all monies
clause’ which effectively means the bank has
recourse against other assets the borrower
may have already secured with the bank
for other debts. When financing income
producing equipment, consider structuring
the finance repayments ‘monthly in arrears’
to better match the timing of income to be
received from the new equipment with the
loan repayments. An effectively structured
finance contract should include timing the
finance settlement of your purchase towards
the end of your BAS period (whether
monthly or quarterly) rather than just after
the period has ended to minimise the time
you have to wait to receive the GST benefit
in your BAS,” he said.
“Also consider taking a shorter term
of finance with a balloon to give yourself
the option to re-assess the return on the
financed equipment at the end of the initial
finance term to avoid possible early termination costs if you had taken out a longer
finance term.”

SHORT TERM RENTAL
In relation to providing options for rental
finance, Ron Moore at Linx Australia
Group says that where machine or equipment finance is sought for short term work,
over say a 12 month period, the client can
have the option to purchase, return or rent.
“This can be a viable situation,
especially considering the volatility of
works projects in the current marketplace,
because it doesn’t lock in the client for fixed
term financing,” he said.
“For longer term needs, customised
finance offerings can be provided that allow
for fixed rental payments over a period of
time, and variations can be done on the
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rental agreement to cover seasonal cash flow
trends. When arranging finance, the life
of the machine or equipment should align
with the term of the loan and/or the specific
contract that the equipment is being used
for, and care should be taken to ensure that
the equipment being financed is not inferior
or obsolete. Careful consideration should
also be given to injecting your own cash
into the purchase as this can cause cash flow
problems for the business,” he said.

FINANCE OUTLOOK
John Bills, director at the Australian
Equipment Lessors Association, said that
even with very low interest rates, new
finance business has been flat for a number
of years.
“Restraint has been on the demand side
and there has been subdued take-up of finance
offerings. This has been influenced by various
factors, including underlying uncertainty
about domestic economic conditions and the
Chinese economy,” he said.
“The industry has been selective in
making new investment and there has
been a tendency to stretch out the life of
equipment; however, following the initial
transition from a mining led economy to
a more broadly based economy, a pick-up
in business investment is keenly awaited.
Finance leases and operating leases for
industry can be tailored to meet customer
needs, including different options to fit
different risk profiles and asset management requirements.”
Finlease’s Miles Beamish expects
finance to remain readily available given
the type of equipment being financed in
this industry.
“Even with the industry relatively
subdued and fleet utilisations still
lower than historically high levels, the
mainstream financiers are still keen to lend
to the industry given the large amount of
local and national operators in the industry
and diversified private and public works
available to the operators,” he said.
“In fact, whilst business confidence
is down in the general broader economy,
many businesses turn to hiring rather than
purchasing/financing their own capital
equipment which is creating additional
demand in the hire and rental industry.”

Dealer Management System

Written, supported and
Australian owned for 25 years

Stop wasting time with other programmes!
Create workshop jobs in five clicks - not five minutes!
Harness the power of Biscount’s selectable kits

1

2

Choose the
stock items to
include on the
workshop job

Select the
needed
workshop
comments

3

Hit OK and
you’re done!

Another reason you save
more time with Biscount V10.
Point of Sale

Accounting

Stock Control

Ph: (03) 9570 1777

Workshop/KPI’s

Marketing

SMS

ePayDay Interface

Web: www.biscount.com.au

Biscount® is a registered trademark of Biscount Software Pty. Ltd.

TRAINING

Biscount encourages education
Biscount Software has a desire to provide young apprentices with the skills needed to
not only become employed within the OPE Industry, but to acquire a solid understanding
of the tools used to measure performance and manage an OPE Dealership.

S

about the Biscount educational
ince joining the OPEA
package, I immediately saw
Training Sub Committee,
the value in having this learnBiscount was eager to
ing resource available to our
continue the positive steps put
students. Activities like this help
in place following on from their
to give the students exposure to
involvement in the last formal
other non ‘nuts and bolts’ activimeeting held in September 2015.
ties which are conducted within
According to Steve Fairbrother,
a successful OPE dealership.
marketing and sales manager for
Workshop viability is surely one
Biscount, it was vital to keep the
Above: John O’Shea from TAFE Queensland SkillsTech immediately saw the
of the biggest issues currently
momentum going.
value in Biscount software.
faced by our employers in these
"The members of the
Committee want the same things - a well- for employment in the automotive and OPE days of the ’throw away’ society. Biscount is an
educated apprentice at the end of their formal industries. After considerable consultation excellent tool for tracking workshop activity/
training and a new addition to the study with our OPE industry partners, it was clear profitability.
“It was very interesting for me to observe
syllabus to spark interest among the students. that students would benefit greatly from
We felt as though we could assist in both areas, experience using the Biscount package. Only the interaction between Steve and the
through making the Biscount Educational weeks after Biscount installed the educational students during his presentation. I’m sure
Version available to students within their version on school laptops, students have there was a very positive exchange of ideas
training institute, and also providing training demonstrated an improved understanding between both parties. We very much apprecisessions and becoming a part of the teaching of parts ordering, job logging and workshop ate Steve’s efforts with this project.”
Follow on visits to both Sandgate
syllabus. This would result in apprentices processes. From a teacher’s perspective,
being more employable within the OPE Biscount also allows better oversight of District High School and SkillsTech Bracken
Industry upon completion of their formal students’ work and performance. Knowing Ridge to show young apprentices more of
that their work is logged and monitored, how workshop productivity and efficiency
training," Steve said.
April saw Biscount travelling to students are more engaged and eager to are measured through Key Performance
Queensland and working on-site at Sandgate develop a portfolio of work that can be shown Indicators is planned to take place later this
year. According to Steve Fairbrother, giving an
District High School and TAFE Queensland to prospective employers. "
Likewise, John O'Shea, leading vocational apprentice a clear understanding of how the
SkillsTech Bracken Ridge, to install the
Biscount educational version on both student teacher of Auto Outdoor Power Equipment at industry operates is helpful.
"As a new mechanic entering the OPE
laptops and computer systems within the SkillsTech Bracken Ridge saw the installation
learning areas. An in-depth tutorial cover- of Biscount and interaction with his students industry, having some background regarding
ing the Biscount workshop module was as a positive step in their desire to further how their progress is tracked is vital. Our
involvement will ensure that new starters
conducted with both groups of students, with develop within the OPE Industry.
"Here at TAFE Queensland SkillsTech better understand how the industry operates
the opportunity to pose questions both during
and after the tutorial. Glen Hammermeister, we strive to keep our training content for the and can effectively hit the ground running.
Automotive Studies Coordinator at Sandgate Certificate Three Course in Outdoor Power We are looking forward to continuing our
District High School, saw the time spent with Equipment (AUR30713) up to date and strong relationships forged in Queensland and
Biscount benefit his students. "The primary most importantly, relevant to the require- also creating new relationships with training
aim of the $1.4 million Sandgate Academy ments of the Outdoor Power Equipment institutes across Australia through-out 2016
of Trade Skills is to better prepare students Industry. When Steve approached me and beyond," Steve said.
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Hastings Mowers
50 years of family service
Hastings Mowers was originally established in August 1965, making
2016 the company’s 50th year of trading. Ben Mayne, founder of
Hastings Mowers, originally worked in Hastings as a mechanic at a
service station. He later leased half the space at the station to start
his own business before moving onto High Street in Hastings to open
his new shop called ‘Hastings Mowers and Sports’.

A

fter dropping the sports equipment
and making a successful move to
larger premises on Flinders Road,
Ben retired in 2005. His daughter Cindy
Shepherd, who took over the company
alongside two business partners, spoke with
PEA about the benefits of small business, the
importance of an online presence and the
value of having confidence in products.
Hastings Mowers has always been a big
part of Cindy’s life. Her father Ben, mother
Lorraine and uncle Alan Young opened
Hastings Mowers the year before Cindy was
born, with her mother running a laundry next
door to the shop and the family living on top
of the building while Cindy was a child. With

BUSINESS:

Hastings Mowers
PRINCIPALS:

Cindy Shepherd and Peter Morgan
LOCATION:

Hastings, Victoria
WEBSITE:

www.hasmow.com.au
an interest in gardening equipment, Cindy
said that her father decided to rename the
company ‘Hastings Mowers’ after ceasing to
stock sporting goods. It was the growth of the
company which led Ben to build a larger shop.
Left: The original
Hastings Mowers shop
on High Street.

Above: Hastings
Mowers has been part
of Cindy’s life since she
was young.
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“He built the building we are in now on
Flinders Road in 1995. It’s quite a big building,
it was a big financial investment and he went
out on a huge limb, but the business got to the
stage where it was too big to be in the small
shop they were in,” Cindy explained.
When Cindy’s parents decided to
retire 10 years later, she decided to keep the
business in the family.
“When they retired in 2005, Peter Morgan
and I took on the business with Michael, who
works here. He has since dropped out of the
business ownership, but still works as our
workshop manager,” she said.
After working in other roles, getting
married and having kids, Cindy started
working for the company part time doing
book work for her mother.
“That was almost 20 years ago. I started
part time, and then went full time in 2000
with the GFC coming in and I started doing
more hours. Peter is my business partner and
he started in 1995 when they opened the
Flinders Road store. He works as the sales and
parts manager,” she explained.
As well as Cindy, Peter and Michael,
Hastings Mowers employs five fulltime
mechanics, two sales and parts staff and one
driver for pickup and delivery service.

SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
Hastings Mowers offers a range of services
and stocks a number of well-respected brands,
mostly stocking machinery that falls under
the banner of garden equipment.
“We sell and service all outdoor garden
power equipment. There is a showroom
where we have all the new products like
mowers, ride-on mowers, brush cutters,
chainsaws, lawn edgers, pumps, shredders –
pretty much anything and everything you use

Above: Ben Mayne built the building on Flinders Road in 1995.

in the garden!” Cindy said.
According to Cindy, another important
aspect of the business is the ability to offer
servicing and spare parts – not only to
customers who purchase from Hastings, but
for all mowers, including brands the business
does not stock. The company also has a fully
functioning workshop.
Cindy also said that carrying a large range
of products is important in offering customers
choice, but warns against selling anything you
cannot be confident in.
“Dad always had the philosophy that he
only wanted a good quality product in store.
Of course, you need to offer your customer
choice, you cannot have a customer come in
and say to them ‘this is the only brand we offer’.
Some people come in with a brand in mind
and they have done their research and know
exactly what they want. Other customers
come in and just want advice. You have to
have a range of different brands – there has to
be versatility in what you offer,” she said.
Hastings has found that its biggest
brands are Husqvarna, Toro, Honda, Echo,
Shindaiwa and Panther, but stock a much
larger range. Cindy said that selecting stock
is based upon what sells, and what brands
are reliable.
“We have to sell a product that is of good
quality, is reliable and has good parts and
warranty backup. Some of the cheap imports

Hastings Mowers’
current shopfront on Flinders Road.
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that get flooded into the market through the
bulk stores just drive us crazy because there
are no parts and there is no backup. It has to
be a product that we are happy to sell, and we
know we can sell with confidence. If you have
faith in it, then you have every confidence in
selling it to a customer,” she said.

COMPETING WITH BOX STORES
According to Cindy, competing with the big
box stores is realistic, and Hastings Mowers
offers the best deals it can without underselling
the value and quality of its products.
“My dad always said ‘We can do them at
box store prices’! We try to be as competitive
as we can with the bulk stores, price wise.
We try to price match wherever we possibly
can, but of course you cannot always do that
because they often have a cheaper product.
They could have a mower that looks similar,
but has different features and is cheaper to
buy,” she said.
What the company cannot beat in terms
of price, it makes up for in service offerings.
“We offer for all products we sell to
come with fuel, oil and everything in it
and then we start it up in store. We go
through the operation of the machine, the
maintenance of the machine – they are
fully informed when they walk out and
they have a product that they know will
definitely start because it has been started
in store and it is ready to go. Then we offer
a free first service after five to eight hours
of use or within the first three months,”
Cindy explained.
In her experience, a lot of manufacturers
like to see that a service happens shortly after
purchase, because it means that the customer
goes back to the shop and the staff can make
sure they are caring for and using the machine
in the right way.
“The customer can come in and ask
any questions, or raise concerns with their
purchase. We also do pickup and delivery
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for any customers who purchase a ride on
mower. We deliver them if they cannot
take it themselves,” she said.

MARKETING AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF ONLINE
Hastings Mowers has a loyal client base, and
much of its exposure is simply by word of
mouth. As well as this, the company has put
advertisements in the local newspaper and
done radio advertising with its local radio
station. One huge area of marketing growth
for Hastings Mowers has been online.
“We have been focusing more and more
on our website; because that is just the way
things are going now. People are ‘googling’
things where they used to ring up or come in
to find things out, and a lot of people do their
research online before they even come into
the store or give us a call – so we focus quite
a bit on the website and Facebook now. We
are still relatively new to Facebook, and we are
learning all the time,” Cindy said.
Hastings Mowers has received good

feedback about its website, and Cindy said
that this has been encouraging to the staff,
after putting a lot of hard work into the site.
“It makes us feel great, because we put
so much work into it. Any information we
can give people on the website keeps them
on our site, meaning that they are engaged
and learn about what we have in store. This
helps to drive them into the shop. It also
helps them make an informed decision
about what they are looking for. Rather
than coming in completely lost, it helps us
to guide them towards what they are after.
It gives us information, and helps them to
be confident about what they are buying,”
Cindy said.

CONTINUING EXCELLENT
SERVICE INTO THE FUTURE
Cindy said that good service is all about
listening to the customer’s needs and
preferences.
“If you stand there and talk at them
and tell them what you think is right for

them, then you don’t hear what they want.
Then there is a chance of them walking out
with the wrong product,” she said.
The company plans to continue this
attitude towards service in the future,
and advises businesses to be prepared for
whatever the future may hold in order to be
successful and secure.
“Be prepared for anything, because
you can think that you are on top of
things, and think things are going
smoothly and then you will get a drought.
That can throw you for a six in terms of
cash flow. Take advice wherever you can
get it,” Cindy advises.
Looking to the future, Cindy said that
the company has no major plans, but is always
open to opportunities which come its way.
“We don’t have any plans as such, but we
are growing all the time, and we make little
changes often. The website is one of our
biggest things at the moment. We will keep
working on getting through to customers in
an internet driven world,” Cindy said.

National Distributor of

TRIMMERS and BRUSHCUTTERS

FB230, 22.5cc & FB260, 25.4cc loop handle trimmers

25cc to 43cc engines

FB260J MULTI TOOL trimmer, saw & hedgecutter

POST HOLE DIGGERS and AUGERS

FB260U BULL BAR HANDLES

50cc engine 60mm to 200mm augers

HEDGE TRIMMERS

BACK PACK BLOWERS

HTL55DT 22.5cc 22’’ double sided blade

26.3cc to 64.7cc engines

HTL75DT 22.5cc 30’’ double sided blade

SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME

contact MOWCO (03) 9776 9978 mowco@bigpond.com
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Successful CIVENEX 2016

I

nfrastructure industry Expo, CIVENEX,
was held at the Hawkesbury Showgrounds
on May 18-19.
More than 2500 people attended to
meet and talk with representatives from
more than 200 companies represented in
the new, larger display area at Richmond,
NSW. The major exhibition sites housed
infrastructure companies including Wacker
Neuson, Damlier trucks, ATOM Lasers,
Caterpillar dealer WestTrac, Hino, Saferoads,
Vermeer Equipment, Hako, Hatz Diesel, JPH
Equipment and Veolia.
The expo was opened by the Federal
Member for Macquarie, Louise Markus.
Mrs Markus outlined the Turnbull
Government's support for infrastructure
projects run by all levels of government and
noted the employment generated by such
projects in her area, initially by the direct
employment of workers in the North West
of NSW and elsewhere, but also the spin offs
generated by the extra money injected into
local communities.
The chief executive officer of the IPWEANSW, John Roydhouse, said exhibitors came

Above: CIVENEX 2016.

from industries as diverse as civil construction,
outdoor design, plant and machinery, materials handling, software, communications,
supply, lease and hire, technical services, water
issues, waste management, fleet, maintenance
and road and drainage construction.
A new addition to CIVENEX was
the seminar program, which included
addresses on sustainable public infrastructure
Development, maximising productivity
in fleet usage, worker safety and avoiding
inadvertently breaching rules on dealing with
government which could lead to fines or in the

extreme, to imprisonment.
A feature of the second day of CIVENEX
was the auction run by Pickles Auctions.
Hundreds of contractors, farmers, tradies
and others congregated at lunchtime on May
19 for the auction of heavy equipment, large
and small bulldozers, which allowed them to
purchase capital items at a discount.
"In 2016, CIVENEX again showed it is
the place to do business with both exhibitors and visitors excited by the innovation
and this investment in public infrastructure," said Mr Roydhouse.

Another positive year for Agfest in 2016

A

gfest has concluded for another
successful year. Agfest was held
at the Quercus Rural Youth Park
in Carrick, Tasmania from May 5-7 this

year, where over 720 exhibitors attracted
58,285 patrons over the three day period.
Across the field days, Agfest’s attendance
rose by 1,544 patrons in 2016. In its 33rd

Above: PEA editor Elaine Sharman with Adam Duggan from Jak Max at Agfest.
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year, managed and run by young volunteers,
Agfest continues to go from strength to
strength and is the perfect encapsulation of a
uniquely Tasmanian celebration of rural life,

Above: Agfest featured a wide range of outdoor power equipment.
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endeavours and success. Agfest was full of
“It’s our best trade show in the country,”
highlights for attendees, with everything from he said.
crafts to tractors. Skills, craft and imagination
Brodie Coulson from Pellow Saws and
was showcased as people recycled used or new Mowers was also at Agfest, and told PEA that
products found on the farm to create amazing the company sells a lot of products at Agfest,
outfits at the Ag Artwear competition. There alongside JAK Max.
was an Australian Weaving Heritage
Display, with working displays of
pioneering agricultural industries
including a blacksmith and vintage
machinery, tractors and steam
engines; a Peter Brock memorial
4WD Track featuring three days
of 4X4 track action; the Stihl
Timbersports Australia competition
for Tasmania and a wide range of
outdoor power equipment on display.
PEA editor and national sales and
marketing manager, Elaine Sharman,
returned from Agfest with positive
Above: Peter Brock memorial 4WD track.
reports on everything from the
exhibitors and attendees to the event
coordination and catering. During
Agfest, Elaine was able to meet with
Adam Duggan from JAK Max, who
has been a regular exhibitor for well
over a decade.
“We have a very good relationship with Pellows Saws and Mowers
and due to that relationship we
have come to Agfest for 15 years.
Of course, we like to represent
our product, which is one of the
Above: The Agfest Committee at Agfest 2016.
bonuses. The other one is working
with the Pellows team, who we are
very close with. That is where our warehouse
“We started off when the JAK Max boys
is situated, so we feel honoured and obliged started their business and we have grown
to be a part of Agfest each year,” Adam together. They are pretty up there with one
said. He added that although the weather is of the biggest accounts in our shop. We come
always brutal at Agfest, he cannot see how here; we sell a lot of products with them and
the event could be any better.
have a great time,” Brodie said.

Ken, a retired electronics technician, said
that he attends Agfest most years.
“It is just nice to look around and see what’s
on offer and what the latest equipment is. I am
still interested in electronics. It is a lovely place
to relax and look around,” Ken said.
According to Ken, Agfest has
improved with every year he has
attended.
“Now it seems to be organised
very well. All accolades to the junior
agricultural farmers. I love to see them
out there, doing their work quite
happily. They are very pleasant and it
is lovely to see,” Ken said.
2016 Agfest chairman, Kate
Coad, said the team that makes up
her Agfest committee were extremely
pleased with the 2016 event.
“We could not be happier with
how Agfest has gone this year.
With more than 58,000 people
through the gates over the three
days, and the weather holding out,
we delivered a world class event.
Many thanks to the patrons who
visited us; to our exhibitors who
put on fantastic displays, to our
services, clubs and charities who
helped out, to our staff at the
site office, but most of all, to our
volunteers and Agfest committee
members for all their hard work in
the last 10 months leading up to
Agfest 2016,” Kate said.
“We couldn’t be more grateful for the
support of the community in running what
has grown into one of the largest field days
in Australia. We couldn’t do it without the
appreciation and support from the Tasmanian
community,” Kate said.

Irrigation Australia International
Conference + Exhibition 2016

I

t has been eight years since Irrigation
Australia has held its conference and
exhibition in Melbourne. The decision to
host the conference was welcomed by the City
of Melbourne, Lord Mayor Robert Doyle who
said that he was pleased to welcome the 3000

irrigation industry professionals to Melbourne
for the 2016 Irrigation Australia Conference
and Exhibition.
“With our network of 480 hectares of
internationally acclaimed parks and gardens,
the City of Melbourne understands that

clever irrigation is key to keeping our green
spaces healthy and thriving,” he told conference organisers.
As a part of the exhibition, three full days
of workshops were held in the exhibition area
to showcase irrigation products and services.
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This was open to all exhibition attendees,
and provided an opportunity for visitors and
conference delegates to have a hands-on look
at equipment as well as learn about the industry services in an interactive environment.
PEA attended the exhibition and found
it to be insightful, easy to navigate and well
organised, with a great variety of equipment
on display. PEA attendees had the opportunity

to meet and speak with media partners, and
were particularly pleased to meet Mr Jaroslav
Kourek (marketing general manager), Mr
Tristen Place (business development manager)
and Mr Zdenek Rojka (application engineer)
all the way from the ComAp head office
in Prague. As a part of the conference and
exhibition, attendees had the opportunity to
download an official mobile app on Apple

Above: PEA attendees were delighted to see media partners at the exhibition,
including Steve Marsh from Welling and Crossley.

and Android devices. The app functioned as
a digital show guide, program and floorplan
as well as speaker and exhibitor profiles. This
gave attendees the opportunity to rate sessions
and speakers, and to also provide live feedback
of their experience. Irrigation Australia plans
to use this feedback to continuously improve
the experience of the Irrigation Australia
Conference and Exhibition in the future.

Above: The ComAp team from head office in Prague.

TECH TALK

Reducing
maintenance costs

T

here is a substantial and often overlooked cost to servicing turf equipment. Greasing, changing gearbox
oil and engine oil are tolerated as necessary
whole of life costs or cost of ownership.
For example, a mower with eight grease
points is going to be cheaper to own than
one with 45 grease points. A survey over
1000 hours using a service cost of $1 per
point revealed the following result:
Product A 1000hrs divided by 25 hr service
intervals = 40. Multiplied by 45 grease
points = $1800.
Product B 1000hrs divided by 100 hr
service interval = 10. Multiplied by eight
grease points = $80.

The lesser maintenance must have engineering advantages to ensure that wearing
parts are not going to fail early and cause
extra part replacement.
The case study below reveals new
technology that is able to endure dusty
environments and is usually used on slow
moving pivot areas of the machine.
The pivot block below is a 20mm bore
and was originally manufactured with a
grease point and a bronze liner. The grease
created a capillary attraction that induced
dirt that formed a cutting paste, eventually
wearing out the block.
When replaceable EKU bushes were
introduced seven years ago, it reduced
grease by 10 grease points and wear does
not occur anymore.
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EKU BUSH SPECIFICATION.
• Triple layers, steel, porous bronze
matrix, viton (teflon).
• Low coefficient of friction.
• Tolerates dusty environments.
• Minimised wear.
• No capillary attraction.

FEATURE

Quinta do Lago

Set amongst 2,000 acres of the picturesque Ria Formosa Natural Park, the Quinta
do Lago resort features unique beaches, lakes, abundant wildlife and green
umbrella pines that provide a year-round haven for residents and guests in an
extremely temperate climate. The award winning golf course has recently added
Jacobsen equipment to
its growing maintenance
ﬂeet with pleasing results
and feedback.

S

ince its inception, Quinta do Lago
has been at the forefront of European
golf with around 100,000 golfers
playing the courses each year. In 2015, the
resort won European Best Golf Venue in
the World Golf Awards.
The three award-winning championship courses on the property – the North,
South and Laranjal - are all managed under
the experienced guidance of Irishman
Paul O'Mahony. The outstanding practice
facilities include the Paul McGinley
Golf Academy and the only Taylormade
Performance Centre in Southern Europe.
The South course, designed by architect W. Mitchell, opened in 1974 and has
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hosted the Portuguese Open on no fewer than eight occasions.
The Laranjal opened in 2009 and was designed by the renowned
Portuguese architect, Jorge Santana da Silva. The North re-opened
in 2014 and was redeveloped by Beau Welling in collaboration with
victorious Ryder Cup Captain Paul McGinley.
Paul O'Mahony is a former resident of Co Cork in Ireland
and had a summer job while in school at the renowned Old Head
Golf Links before moving to England to study for a BSc degree in
Sports Turf Science (Golf Course Management) at Writtle College
in Essex.
In 1999, he secured an internship at The Pinehurst Resort in
North Carolina before returning to Old Head as assistant superintendent in 2001 and in 2003 he was promoted to superintendent.
In June 2011 he was offered the job at Quinta do Lago, a unique
opportunity that he couldn't turn down, and is now resort superintendent, responsible for a team of 59.
“Three and a half of these are mechanics,” he said. He explained
that one of the men has dual responsibilities on the course and in
the greenkeeping facility.

EQUIPMENT FLEET
Paul runs an eclectic fleet of course maintenance equipment – red,
green and yellow and, more recently, orange - having added Jacobsen
equipment to the mix over the past six months.
“I was aware of the innovation of Jacobsen products for some
time, but it was the GIS Show in San Diego in 2013 that really
did it for me. The presence Jacobsen had at that show with its
'Orange Everywhere' theme, really made an impression on me.
The following autumn I was invited to Jacobsen’s headquarters in

Quinta do Lago has added Jacobsen equipment to its fleet.
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Charlotte, NC, where I had the opportunity to speak with the
design teams and engineers. These guys were really passionate and
enthused about the new projects they were working on and later I
spoke with the President, David Withers, and that convinced me.
Like his team, he was so passionate about the golf industry and
what his company could bring to it and, quite frankly, it changed
my opinion,” Paul said.
Paul said that whatever equipment is purchased has to be right
for Quinta do Lago and has to make sound commercial sense. The
after-sales process is of equal importance to Paul when it comes to
buying new equipment.
“We have 120,000 rounds of golf a year across the three courses
and we have to be completely focussed on ensuring that they are
prepared to the highest standards. We have 7am starts every day,
sometimes off two tees, so that puts us under a lot of pressure and
our equipment must be fit for purpose,” he said.
“That's what I said to David Withers and his regional sales
manager, Concalo Carneiro, when we first discussed the purchase
– if you meet these requirements of world-class after-sales, then we
could probably do business together. In my book, 'downtime is no
time' and I can't afford that here. I want this to be a two-way street;
a partnership, not just a customer and client relationship. I want us
to work together so both parties benefit from the association with
one another,” Paul said.
Paul said that Quinta do Lago has purchased three Jacobsen
Eclipse 322 ride-on green mowers, and have had great results.
“These hybrid machines have really performed well on our greens
and we have had excellent feedback since we began using them. I
took my time ordering these particular hybrids and consulted with

FEATURE

Above: Paul O’Mahoney with European Ryder Cup winning captain Paul McGinley.

telemetry and the results are very interesting. We have such a small window of time
to carry out our job function, that we need
to think, act and be 'smarter',” he said.
Paul has recently purchased two of
the very latest Jacobsen Trucksters. These
heavy duty utility vehicles claim to be the
best in class and he has no inclination to
dispute the claim.
“They do what they say on the tin.
They have great carrying capacity and
a really comfortable ride for the guys.
I saw the launch at GIS in Texas last
year and was very impressed. Again, it
was the energy and enthusiasm of the
Jacobsen team at that show which shone
through and I really like that. We had
an issue recently, due to operator error,
and the response from Jacobsen and
their dealer Tjardim was superb. Just
what I talked about with them during
our initial conversations. I like that; it
definitely feels like a partnership, and
long may it continue.”

a group of peers who have been using them. I am a great believer in
talking to peer groups as they will tell you how it is. Mike Murphy,
the superintendent at Waterville Golf Links in Kerry was one of the
early adopters of this technology and I spoke to him at great length.
He had nothing but praise for the mowers, especially the results on
his fescue greens,” he said.
“I had intended using them just on the South course, where
we have old push up poa annua greens that are over 30 years old,
but the feedback was so good, that we are now using them on the
Laranjal as well,” Paul said.
The North course has recently been completely revamped
in just 10 months at a cost of around 9.6 million Euros. The
redesign was done by renowned American architect Beau
Welling in close association with European Ryder Cup winning
captain Paul McGinley.
The grass is too young there, so Paul is using walkers on the
greens. This has been a large project; involving a rebuild of the
entire course, just using the footprint as a guide. The top 200mm
of soil was removed from the course and all greens, tees, bunkers,
irrigation and drainage systems and cart paths rebuilt. Four sets of
tees have been introduced on each hole and there is a combination
of undulating greens, well-positioned bunkers and water hazards
awaiting the wayward shot.
To complete the project a new 1 million Euro upgrade to the
maintenace facility is planned and will have a dedicated service area
and service technician.
“In future I will be using more data capture to ensure that we
operate to maximum efficiency. That will mean more constant
monitoring of the equipment. I am already experimenting with
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REDUCEfirst
MUSCLEsix
FATIGUE
- USE THE
ANTI-VIBRATION GLOVE
The
new
or renewing subcribers
to mention this offer
will receive a free pair of
Xshock Anti-Vibration Gloves (AVG)
as shown on the back cover.

For a limited time you can subscribe for just

$50 for 12 months or $60.50 for 24 months
(12 months subscription normally $60.50) Save

up to $60.50!

For every year you subscribe

SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES:

6 ISSUES of POWER EQUIPMENT AUSTRALASIA
1 Annual Wall Calendar
Free postage
Designed in Australia
Subscriptions are tax deductible

Australian Patent Design
Registration AU 358990 S

EN388
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CALL: (03) 9544 2233 or EMAIL: subs@glenv.com.au
www.australiansafetywholesalers.com

4544

NEW PRODUCTS

Ferrari Sky Jump
The Sky Jump is a specialised tractor from
BCS Group with front tyres and rear
rubber tracks. Designed to work in rows
and crops on steep slopes where traction,
manoeuvrability and safety are a priority,
the dual configuration provides the units
the handling qualities of a tractor with
tyres as well as the stability and traction of
a track. The Sky Jump is equipped with a
4-cylinder, VM Turbo Intercooler engine
developing 91 HP with EGR System
inside and can travel at 40 km/h by road.
With dual steering system Dualsteer®,

the Sky Jump can reach a steering angle
of 60° with very limited steering radius.
The soil compaction, lower than tractors
with tyres, allows the Sky Jump to be used
on wet soil with maximum traction and
minimum damage to ground.

MORE INFORMATION
BCS Group
www.bcs-ferrari.it

20V Max Lithium-ion Circular Saw
WORX Tools has now added the cordless
20V Max Lithium-ion Circular Saw
WX529.9 to its expanding 20V MAX
Lithium-Ion PowershareTM range. With
a no-load speed of 3600rpm the WORX
cordless Circular Saw can take blades
of up to 150mm in diameter, creating
smooth cuts up to 45mm and 50 degree
bevelled edges.
WORX has added a dust extraction
facility with built-in dust port directing
unwanted debris away from the user.
Including the spindle lock for quick blade

changes, the WORX Circular Saw is also
fitted with a lock-off switch to ensure safe
use.
The High-Capacity 20V MaxLithium
battery provides cordless convenience to
go anywhere, and its Powershare® 20V
battery is interchangeable with other
WORX tools.

MORE INFORMATION
WORX Tools
www.worx.com

Milwaukee M12 Heated Gear
Milwaukee Tools is continuing to
expand its workwear technology for the
professional tool user with the expansion
of its M12™ Heated Gear category.
Providing warmth and comfort for all
day wear in the cold and harsh jobsite
conditions, Milwaukee’s heated gear
and workwear are all equipped with
carbon fibre heating elements and multi
layered fabric technology. The new Gen
6 line consists of the new 3 in 1 Ripstop
Jacket and Ripstop vest, a completely
redesigned women’s heated jacket and

improved run-time on all Heated Jackets
and Heated Hoodies.
Compatible with the entire line of
M12™ professional power tools, users
can conveniently use the same battery
technology whether they are on or off
the jobsite.

MORE INFORMATION
Milwaukee tools
milwaukeetools.com.au
1300 MILWAUKEE
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NEW PRODUCTS

KOHLER Command Pro engine
Since 1920, Kohler has been delivering
exceptional quality, power and innovation
to users in the agriculture, domestic, lawn
care, construction, and industrial industries
worldwide. The KOHLER Command PRO®
engine continues to make its mark in the
industry. This engine series offers performance
enhancing features including heavy-duty air
cleaners for extra protection in tough and dirty
conditions, as well as forged steel crankshafts
and cast-iron cylinder liners. The KOHLER
Command PRO® engine is the standard for
professional-grade power and performance.

These durable all-rounders are available
in 7, 9.5 and 14 horsepower and come with
gear reduction options which provide higher
torque for more power with fewer RPM’s,
making these engines suitable for a wide range
of equipment and requirements.
EPG Engines is the exclusive Australian
distributor of KOHLER Command PRO®
engines and has an extensive dealer network
in Australia.

MORE INFORMATION

EPG Engines
www.epgengines.com.au

Getac S410 Semi-rugged laptop
Getac has recently released the S410, the
lightest and slimmest semi-rugged laptop
computer from the company to date. The
S410 offers 91cm drop prevention and
IP51 dust and water protection, making
it suitable for those in business on the
move. The S410 is equipped with a 6th
generation Intel CoreT processor.
The laptop also offers low power
consumption and faster boot speeds
along with a 14-inch HD (1366x768)
display or 14-inch FHD display (1920 x
1080).

ECHO Boom Multi Tool
ECHO has released its PAS265ES Boom
Multi Tool for backyard maintenance. A
range of nine heavy duty attachments
includes a brushcutter, a line trimmer,
a hedge trimmer, an edger, a pruner, a
pro paddle and tiller to suit the many
requirements of an Aussie backyard.
The Boom is equipped with ECHO’s
ES Easy Start system, which allows
easy engine starting, while a digitally
controlled C.D.I (Capacitor Discharge
Ignition) system enables operation
for a variety of weather conditions. A

quick-change coupler makes changing
attachments straightforward, and robust
drive shaft guarantees that the boom
lasts for years. The Boom Multi Tool
comes with a five year domestic warranty
and a two year commercial warranty.

MORE INFORMATION
Allpower
www.allpower.com.au/echo
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Professionals who work long hours
outdoors under bright light can choose
the optional 1000 nits high brightness
HD multi-touch screen or 800 nits high
brightness FHD multi-touch screen. Users
can also freely switch between touch modes
including rain touch, glove touch, and
pen mode. To ensure uninterrupted power
while working outdoors, a single battery in
the S410 can last up to 11 hours.

MORE INFORMATION

Getac
www.getac.com.au

NEW PRODUCTS

TRUROLL Golf Green Roller
Built as a prototype in a joint project between or assist dry patch areas The all up weight
Murray Downs course superintendent of the prototype TRUROLL with three
Andrew Abbott and engineer Colin O’Bryan ‘floating’ rollers is 300 kilograms. Enquiries and
of Murray Valley Lasers in Swan Hill, the feedback will be welcomed by Andrew Abbot
TRUROLL Golf Green Roller is designed as and Colin O’Bryan.
a tow behind machine to increase efficiency.
MORE INFORMATION
The frame on the rear of the unit is designed
Andrew Abbott ,
to carry additional golf course equipment
Course Superintendent
like hole changing gear, cups and flags, or a
Murray Downs Golf & Country Club
variety of hand tools which don’t fit on a ride
0418 500 190
on greens mower. The mower is designed to
OR Colin O’Bryan,
mow and roll in one pass as well as perform
Murray Valley Lasers Swan Hill
a variety of smaller jobs such as change holes
03 50 329 555.

Shindaiwa EB221S Blower
The Shindaiwa EB221S Blower is
the newest product to roll out of the
Shindaiwa lab and is designed for ease of
use. Its ergonomic handle, cruise-control
throttle, and soft starter function cut
down on user fatigue, making this blower
suitable for long periods of use.
The EB221S weighs only 3.4 kgs
but comes with a number of features
including a heavy-duty air cleaner allows
for longer operation, with less downtime,
as well as a longer engine life. The design
team at Shindaiwa has engineered the

air intake on the right-hand side of the
machine to eliminate airflow obstruction,
to protect both blower and user from any
loose clothing getting stuck.

MORE INFORMATION
Allpower
www.allpower.com.au/shindaiwa

JAK Max FAST FILER
JAK Max is pleased to introduce the
FAST Filer, the simplest and most
accurate saw chain sharpener.
The FAST Filer was invented by
Tasmanian dealer, Brett Johnson (New
Norfolk Mowers & Chainsaws). After
three years in development, Brett and Paul
Duggan (PMD International) formed an
alliance to patent and manufacture this
innovative new sharpener.
The FAST Filer will sharpen all teeth
exactly the same shape and length, as well
as file depth gauges correctly.

Available to suit 3/8”, 3/8” LP
and .325” chain the FAST Filer comes
packaged just as the unit or complete
with files and handle.
JAK Max are very pleased to be able
to use the talents of a dealer and to bring
such a great product to the market.

MORE INFORMATION
JAK Max
www.jakmax.com.au
1800 604 281
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AD INDEX

OUR BACK COVER SHOWS…

If you have muscle fatigue in your hands,
fingers and wrists after working with
chain saws, brush cutters and other power
equipment, it is time to try the XSHOCK
Anti-Vibration Gloves (AVG).
The XSHOCK AVG has been field
tested in Australia with users agreeing
that these gloves significantly absorb
vibrations from mechanical vibrators.
The XSHOCK AVG features a
unique design and strategic position of gel
absorbing ribs; robust 5.5mm± 0.1mm
gel pads and is abrasive, tear and puncture
resistant, breathable and flexible.
The gloves have been tested to
EN ISO 10819:2013 for mechanical

vibration and shock, hand-arm vibration
and measurement and evaluation of the
vibration transmissibility of gloves at
the palm of the hand.
Independent test results confirm
that the XSHOCK AVG dampen
vibrations in the frequency range of
25Hz to 1250Hz.
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See the website for the full range of safety products available:

www.australiansafetywholesalers.com
83 Boulder Road, MALAGA WA 6090 Tel: 08 9208 7288 Fax: 08 9208 7299
info@australiansafetywholesalers.com www.australiansafetywholesalers.com

DIARY DATES
QUEENSLAND GARDEN EXPO 2016
8-10 July 2016
Nambour Showgrounds, Sunshine Coast
www.qldgardenexpo.com.au/

AGQUIP NATIONAL FIELD DAYS
16-18 August 2015
Gunnedah, NSW
www.farmonline.com.au/events/agquip

BRISBANE INTERNATIONAL GARDEN SHOW
6-9 October 2016
Brisbane, Queensland
www.brisbanegardenshow.com.au/

PARKTEC
12-14 October 2016
Helsinki Exhibition & Convention Centre, Finland
www.tofairs.com/expo

SPOGA + GAFA

GIE+EXPO

4-6 September 2016

19-21 October 20 16

Cologne, Germany
www.spogagafa.com/

HENTY MACHINERY FIELD DAYS
20-22 September 2016
Henty, NSW
http://hmfd.com.au/

Kentucky Expo Center, US
http://gie-expo.com/gieexpo/

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL FIELD DAYS
20-22 October 2016
Borenore, NSW
www.anfd.com.au/
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†

HURR

EU20i GENERATOR

$
RRP

2099
4-STROKE

Get into your specialist Honda dealer today and ask us
about the full range of savings. Call 1300 1 HONDA
or visit powerequipment.honda.com.au
†Offer can be deducted from the total purchase price of the Honda generator or used in store at the time of purchase on any product or service offered by the dealer from which the
generator is purchased. Offer is not redeemable for cash. At participating dealers only. *4-year warranty applies to Domestic use and does not apply to engines sold as separate units.
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